Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - orion

2024-01-16 19:24 - okurz

Description

Acceptance criteria

- AC1: orion usable from PRG2

Suggestions

- Follow https://jira.suse.com/browse/ENGINFRA-3735
- Ensure machine can be reached from o3
- Coordinate with QAC to make use of orion

Related issues:

Copied from QA - action #153670: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - fozzie size:M added
Resolved

Copied to QA - action #153679: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - andromeda added
Resolved 2024-01-16

Copied to QA - action #153784: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - openqaworker19 added
Resolved 2024-01-16

History

#1 - 2024-01-16 19:24 - okurz
- Copied from action #153670: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - fozzie size:M added

#2 - 2024-01-16 19:25 - okurz
- Copied to action #153679: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - andromeda added

#3 - 2024-01-16 19:38 - okurz
- Parent task changed from #129280 to #153685

#4 - 2024-01-16 19:49 - okurz
- Status changed from New to Blocked

#5 - 2024-01-17 15:12 - okurz
- Copied to action #153784: Move of selected LSG QE machines NUE1 to PRG2e - openqaworker19 added

#6 - 2024-01-29 11:59 - okurz
- Target version changed from Tools - Next to future

#7 - 2024-04-30 14:49 - okurz
- Status changed from Blocked to In Progress
- Target version changed from future to Ready

https://gitlab.suse.de/openqa/salt-pillars-openqa/-/merge_requests/802 (merged)

#8 - 2024-04-30 14:55 - okurz
https://jira.suse.com/browse/ENGINFRA-3735 done
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#9 - 2024-04-30 15:01 - okurz
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback


@qe-c good news, the o3 machines orion+andromeda are ready to be used. Find details on [https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/153673](https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/153673) and [https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/153679](https://progress.opensuse.org/issues/153679) respectively. IPMI credentials for a remote installation are in [https://gitlab.suse.de/openqa/salt-pillars-openqa/-/blob/master/openqa/workerconf.sls#L2351](https://gitlab.suse.de/openqa/salt-pillars-openqa/-/blob/master/openqa/workerconf.sls#L2351) and the following line. How do you plan to proceed to make good use of those hardware resources?

#10 - 2024-05-13 12:08 - okurz


@Martin Loviska can you share the SD ticket and current status? Do you need further help regarding orion+andromeda setup or should we declare the low-level setup work for both from point of view of the tools team as “done”?

#11 - 2024-05-13 12:19 - okurz
- Status changed from Feedback to Resolved

Both orion+andromeda are properly marked in racktables with the current status. Current usable state verified by mloviska, resolving.